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Abstract
Background; Magnetic resonance urography (MRU) is a new technique using heavily weighted
T2 images. The present study described the clinical usefulness of MRU.
Patients and Methods; Twenty-seven patients with urinary tract obstruction and 2 patients
without obstruction underwent MRU. The urogram was reconstracted by means of maximum
intensity projection method and multiplanar reformation method. As imaging examinations,
intravenous urography (IVU) and retrograde pyelography (RP) were conducted in 22 and 11
patients, respectively. The quality of the images was subjectively classified into4grades (grade 0
to 3).
Results; In the comparison of IVU to MRU, 9 patients whose urinary tracts were not identifiable
or slightly identifiable (grade 0 or 1) by IVU showed grade 2.5 in the average in MRU. The
average grade obtained by MRU was 2.6 in the patients whose urinary tracts were not clearly
shown by RP.
Conclusions; MRU provides an alternative to conventional imagings of urinary tract, especially
in the cases in which only poor images are obtained by IVU. Although MRU cannot completely
replace RP, it is useful to identify the location of the urinary tract disease, which is unidentifiable
by RP.
要 旨
背景；Magnetic resonance urography（MRU）はT２強調MRUとも呼ばれる新しい画像診断技術であ
り，当科における本法の臨床的有用性について検討した。
対 象 と 方 法；尿 路 閉 塞 を 伴 う２
７症 例，お よ び 尿 路 閉 塞 を 伴 わ な い２症 例 を 対 象 と し た。尿 路 は
maximum intensity projection法とmultiplanar reformation法で描出した。他の画像診断として静脈
性尿路造影（intravenous urography : IVU）および逆行性腎盂造影（retrograde pyelography : RP）
を各々２
２例，１
１例に施行した。得られた画像はgrade０から３の４段階評価を加えた。
結果；IVUとMRUの比較では，IVUで尿路の描出がgrade０あるいは１の９症例において，MRUでは
尿路描出能は平均grade２．
５であった。またRPで尿路描出が不良であった症例のMRU尿路描出能は平均
grade２．
６であった。
結論；MRUは特にIVUで尿路の描出が不良な症例において優れた尿路描出能が認められた。MRUは完
全にRPの診断能を凌駕するものではないが，RPで診断できないような尿路閉塞病変の位置確認などに
有用であった。
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■INTRODUCTION

or

retrograde

pyelography

(RP)

have

different

Intravenous urography (IVU) is usually one of the in-

strengths and weaknesses. For example, US is inex-

itial methods used in clinical practice, but it can pro-

pensive and requires no contrast media or ionizing ra-

duce problems in patients who poorly tolerate io-

diation, but it frequently does not provide sufficient in-

dinated contrast media or have renal failure. IVU takes

formation regarding the site or cause of obstruction.

from 30 min to several hours depending on the degree

Similary, strengths and weaknesses can be cited for

of obstruction. For those cases, each of currently avail-

CT. RP provides precise anatomic information of the

able modalities for imaging the urinary tract, such as

urinary tract, but the success of the RP technique is

ultrasonography (US), computerized tomography (CT)

highly dependent on the physician’s skill, and it is
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sometimes impossible to perform the procedure for the

pixel within each source image was extracted and

patient’s condition. In addition, the high frequency of

used in the projection image. Because urine produced

comlications associated with RP can not be overlooked.

bright signal intensity, the selected pixel usually repre-

Hennig et al. first described the use of MRU in 1986

sented urinary tract system. MPR images reformated

in which heavily weighted T2fast spin echo pulse se-

the data into any arbitrary plane, so that it obtained

quence coronal MR images were obtained with a rapid

the data in plane to compensate the lower spatial reso-

acquisition-relaxation enhancement (RARE) technique1),

lution. In addition, to obtain high quality MRU images,

In the past several years, application of RARE to MRU

we used chemical-selective fat suppression enabling us

has resulted in various degrees of success, as it can in-

to suppress the background signal intensities. Thus,

stantly provide the point of obstruction without the

high detectability of the entire urinary tract system

use of contrast agents or ionizing radiation2,3). Recently,

was performed in approximately10min per patient.

half-Fourier single-shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) tech-

Clinical usefulness of MRU was compared with that of

nique is recognized as one of the most powerful tool

IVU or RP according to the following scale; urinary

for MRU4〜7). HASTE technique allows ultra fast ac-

tract is not visualized: Grade1,urinary tract is slightly

quision, so it is not influenced by respiratory motion.

visualized: Grade 2, the level of obstruction is almost

The purpose of this study is to show our experiences of MRU with HASTE technique and determine

clearly identifiable: Grade 3, and fine detail of obstruction is clearly identifiable: Grade 4.

how it may be useful to urologists.
■RESULTS
■PATIENTS AND METHODS

Twenty-seven patients demonstrated hydronephro-

Twenty-nine patients (16 males and 13 females) un-

sis, whereas the remaining 2 patients did not show hy-

derwent MRU in our university hospital. Patient ages

dronephrosis (in one it was difficult to differentiate a

ranged from 28 to 86 years (averaged 48.4 years). All

cystic renal tumor from a true renal cyst, and in the

patients had conventional imaging studies including

other it was difficult to differentiate a renal tumor

US, IVU, CT or RP. Five patients had concomitant re-

from a renal pelvic tumor). Final diagnoses in these pa-

nal insufficiency indicated by a serum level of cre-

tients were listed in the Table 1.

atinine greater than 2.5 mg/dl, and 2 patients had contrast allergy.

In the comparison of IVU to MRU, 9 patients whose
urinary tracts were not identifiable or slightly identifi-

The MR studies were performed with a 1.5-T clinical

able (grade 0 or 1) by IVU showed grade 2. in the av-

scanner (Magnetom Vision; Siemens, Germany) and

erage by MRU (Table 2). On the other hand,11patients

body phased-array coil. MRU source images were ob-

whose urinary tracts were clearly shown by IVU dem-

tained in the coronal plane with the following parame-

onstrated grade1.3in the average by MRU. In our ex-

ters: echo train length, 128; field of view, 350 mm; ma-

perience, all5patients with renal insufficiency and2pa-

trix size, 256×240; effective TE, 95 msec. Patient

tients with contrast allergy had good visualization of

preparation included no solid food intake for 4hours be-

the urinary tract in MRU (mean grade; 2.6).

fore the examination. Oxygen inhalation (2l/min) was

In the cases which RP did not visualize pre-stenotic

used in all patients to eliminate respiratory motion ar-

dilation of urinary tract, the images of MRU gave

tifacts. With the patient supine, the phased-array coil

more information than RP. Eight patients whose uri-

was placed on the surface of the anterior abdominal

nary tracts were not clearly demonstrated by RP were

wall to distend the collecting system and increase visu-

grade 2.6 in the average by MRU, whereas 3 patients

alization. The imaging time was approximately within

whose urinary tracts were clearly demonstrated by

10 minutes.

RP were grade 2.3 in the average by MRU (Table 3).

Postprocessing was performed using a maximum in-

Pathologic filling defects were well localized on

tensity projection (MIP) and multiplanar reformation

MRU, whereas the morphologic differentiation be-

(MPR) images. MIP images showed three-dimensional

tween a small calculs and a small early intrinsic tumor

overviews of the urinary tract. A series of straight

was difficult in some cases (Fig. 1, 2).

lines were projected along a user-defined angle
through a set of source images. As the images were
processed along this projection angle, the brightest

■DISCUSSION
In comparison of IVU to MRU, as shown in the pre-
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A

Fig.1 MRU image in a patient with transitional cell carcinoma of the left ureter, whose urinary tract was slightly
identifiable in IVU. MIP image from
coronal MRU demonstrated filling
defect inside the distal ureter (arrow). In this case, RP did not visualize pre-stenotic dilation of urinary
tract.

B

Fig.2 Images in a patient with right renal tumor
(A) Enhanced CT scan showed cystic lesion in the right kidney with a part of
thickening cyst wall (arrow), but malignant masquerade was not diagnosed.
(B) MIP image from coronal MRU revealed that the inside of cyst was irregular
(arrow).

sent study, MRU provided sufficient information and
played complementary role when urinary tracts were
totally unidentifiable by IVU. Visualization of the urinary tract in non-functioning kidneys was also possible.
An imaging time of 10 min for MRU compares favorably with IVU. Although Rothpear et al.8) reported the
scan time for the high-resolution MRU sequence was
34 min, the technique used in the present study, with a
smaller matrix size and a longer echo train length (128
versus 8) needed a shorter scan time.
In addition, one of the advantages of MRU is to
avoid the administration of contrast agents that can
worsen renal failure or provoke an allergic reaction.
When the technique is used to study urinary tract obstruction in children9) and in pregnant women10) ,the
presence of obstruction is identified in most patients.
Conversely, only poor images were obtained by MRU
in the patients whose urinary flow was clearly shown
in IVU. Hattery et al.11) demonstrated that the images
of healthy volunteers showed incompletely visualized,
nondilated urinary tract even after a dose of 20 mg of
furosemide was administered intravenously.
Urinary tract system has complex and thin structure except for the bladder, thereby two-dimensional
MRU having lower spatial resolution. MIP reconstruction is evolved from MR projection arteriograms,
originally12). However, the MIP image is not a true image, but a computer reconstructed image. MIP images
are misleading without a proper reference to source

A

Fig.3 MRU images in a patient with transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder, whose IVU showed left nonfunctioning kidney.
(A) Source image from coronal MRU showed obstruction of
the left ureter due to bladder tumor (arrow).
(B) MIP image from left sagittal MRU demonstrated a large
irregular mass (arrow), and left ureter was completely
obstructed.
(C) MIP image from coronal MRU. Tumor was notably
erased through the process of MIP recontruction.
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images (Fig. 3). Opacification defects that reflect intra-

MRU may avoid multiple testing with other modalities

ductal or intra-cystic pathologies were notably erased

that may approximate the cost of the MRU.

through the process of MIP reconstruction. The source

In conclusion, our findings suggested that MRU is an

images could often provide much greater resolution

accurate and noninvasive modality for the rapid and

and detail for smaller regions than MIP images could.

global imaging technique of complex urinary tract sys-

A combined use either of MPR images, or source im-

tem. Further studies with larger numbers of patients

ages is essential.

will be needed to fully demonstrate the role of MRU in

In the relationship between RP and MRU in the pre-

urologic practice.

sent study, we could not necessarily mention that
MRU was superior to RP. RP or antegrade pyelography technique has an advantage of the ability to perform therapeutic procedures, such as urinary drainage
and urinary cytodiagnosis. There is a difference in the
condition of the ducts during procedures between RP
and MRU. RP is performed with pressure injection of
contrast medium, whereas MRU reflects the physiological state of the ducts. Subtle changes that are detectable at RP are occasionally undetectable at MRU.
MRU should be used when RP techniques are contraindicated or do not provide all the information necessary for diagnosis.
In these days, various technical considerations in
MRU to eliminate the artifacts were discribed for the
better imaging analysis. In order to reduce bright signal of fluid-filled gastrointestinal tract, the use of highconcentration ferric ammonium citrate (Ferriseltz)
are recommended13). In this study, several cases underwent MRU after administration of Ferriseltz (600 mg)
with milk mixture (total 300 ml) to eliminate signal intensity from the intestinal tract. Clinically, Ferriseltz
works as a negative contrast agent, but its difference
is almost imperceptible changes. Taking oral contrast
agent (total 300ml) is burdensome. Therefore, Ferriseltz was not used because we place a special emphasis that MRU is a non-invasive technique.
A major concern about MRU is the cost of the procedure. To date, the economic aspect may be the crucial limitation that will prevent MRU from rapid dissemination into clinical practice. But performance of
multiple examinations may extend the duration of stay
and unnecessarily duplicate diagnostic information. For
example, Mohammad et al.14) reported the advantages
of using MRU and MR angiography (MRA) in the
evaluation of ureteropelvic junction obstracted kidney.
The study demonstrated an accessory artery causing
the UPJ obstruction in one procedure. Recently, functional MRU was performed similar to a renal scan by
obtaining sequential images after the injection of the
gadolinium-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA)15).
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